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Editorial Board

- 4 Associate Editors (1 Deputy Editor)
  - process the papers as delegated by the EIC
  - propose ideas and topics for the Journal
  - scouting for papers and reviews

- 24 members of the Editorial Board

- 30-40 Advisory EJIM member

Responsibilities and role of Associate Editors and Members of the Editorial Board described in specific charters
Associate Editors

- Marcel Levi (Deputy Editor) - Amsterdam & London
- Loic Guillevin - Paris
- Knut Lundin - Oslo
- Athanasios Manolis - Athens
Members of the Editorial Board

David O Arnar - Iceland
Arici Mustafa - Turkey
Andrea Baccarelli - USA
Richard Body - UK
Sergio Bonini - Italy
Giuseppe Boriani - Italy
Pilar Brito-Zeron - Spain
Maria D. Cappellini - Italy
Renata Cifkova - Czech Republic
Alexander Cohen - UK

Josep Comin Colet - Spain
Lorenzo Dagna - Italy
Sophia de Rooij - The Netherlands
Leonid Lazebnik - Russia
Renato Lopes - USA
Gary Lyman - USA
Geno Merli - USA
Yehuda Shoenfeld - Israel
Carlos Vasconcelos - Portugal
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Format of the Journal

- Original articles
- Commentaries
- Editorials
- Clinical review
- Ideas & opinions
- Clinical controversies
- At the patient bed
- Beyond the guidelines
- The Emergency Medicine corner
- The EMA corner
- The young internist corner
Guidelines are based on the results of randomized clinical trials

A remarkable proportion of patients are excluded from clinical trials
Commissioned papers

- Guidelines ESC/EHS. A critical appraisal
- The future of internal medicine in the United States
- Teaching Internal Medicine in Europe
- RCTs versus RWD in cardiovascular diseases
- Side-effects effects of PPI: a critical view
- The impact of innovative anticancer treatment on general public health
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The editorial strategy

- Sharing responsibilities inside the Editorial Board
- Scouting for high-quality papers and/or reviews
- Cooperation with high-level Internal medicine journals
- Cross talking with EFIM
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Objectives 2019-2012

• To consolidate the position of EJIM as the reference journal for the European internists

• To share ideas and to work closely with the European Federation of Internal Medicine: EJIM as the flagship journal of EFIM

• To reinforce the link with the national societies of Internal Medicine

• To maintain EJIM in the top-ranking journal in clinical medicine